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Chairman’s
Message
Caroline Causier
Another year passes and once again, I write to
you as Chairman in this our 65th Anniversary
year. We have had an exciting year. Last summer
we gave a hugely successful concert with
Afternoon Tea . (To be repeated this year with a
different concert programme). A Christmas
concert for St Richard’s Hospice with Worcester
Concert Brass (again, we have been asked to
partake this year) and last but not least our
launch into Grand Opera with Carmen. This was
hugely successful hence our decision this year to
bring you Mozart’s The Magic Flute.
Again, we are delighted to have on board Andrew
Rawle as Director with such a wonderful
imagination and creativity and the pure musical
experience and musicianship of our Musical
Director Sue Black.
As always, we have an excellent line up of
principals including some well loved and new
faces, our orchestra and an excellent singing
chorus that Great Witley are renowned for. We
also welcome our professional tenor Andrew
Irwin singing the role of Tamino. Special thanks
also go to Worcester Arts Council for the grant to
support his funding.
Special thanks must also go to the Committee,
who have stood alongside and supported me in
this role of Chairman. If you like what you see and
hear, we would be delighted for you to contact
us through our website (www.gwos.net) or follow
us on Twitter:
@GWOSInfo
It therefore gives me great pleasure to welcome
you to our production of The Magic Flute. Sit back
and enjoy your journey from darkness into light.
HAIL!

A Message
from the
President
Paul Thompson
It gives me great pleasure to welcome
you to the Swan Theatre tonight for our
Society's production of The Magic Flute.
This is the last and, some would say, the
greatest of the operas of Mozart. We are
delighted to welcome back Andrew
Rawle and Susan Black, the winning
team which brought us Carmen last year
and we have every confidence that you
will enjoy our performance and marvel
at the sublime music, which places
Mozart at the very peak of operatic
composers. Every emotion is touched on,
from the broad humour of Papageno to
the tragic aria of Pamina and to the
majestic solemnity of the music given to
Sarastro: indeed, Mr George Bernard
Shaw has written that the aria "O hear
us, Isis and Osiris" was the only music
written by a human composer which
one could imagine, without blasphemy,
as issuing from the mouth of God
himself.
The Great Witley Operatic Society has
now been performing in Worcestershire
for sixty-five years and at the Swan
Theatre for over fifty years. We believe
we have given our audiences enjoyable
entertainment and we hope to continue
doing so for a long time.

The Swan Theatre
welcomes GWOS and wishes them the best of luck with their
production of Mozart’s The Magic Flute
If you are not currently on our mailing list please contact the central Worcester
Live Box Office situated in Huntingdon Hall on
01905 611427
Monday to Saturday - 10:00am to 5:00pm
If you would like to receive special offers and news about forthcoming shows
throughout the year email marketing@worcesterlive.co.uk and request to be
added to our email database
www.worcesterlive.co.uk

2017 denotes a landmark in the illustrious history of WODS – 125 years in the making and still going
strong! To celebrate we felt that it would be fun to go right back to the beginning and re-visit (not
for the first time) the company’s inaugural 1892 production of “HMS Pinafore”.
This time, though, it is going to be really special; first and foremost, we’re going for the music to
give our audiences a faithful rendition of Sullivan’s joyous original score with a BIG chorus and a
BIG Orchestra. To accommodate all of this, the production will be given a “semi-staged” performance,
with the orchestra centre-stage, a modest sized “acting” company performing “downstage” and a
large chorus dressing the rest of the space and orchestra area, using music in binders to support the
image of a Proms-style Big Concert.
The show is to be entitled “HMS Pinafore…. and Other Infernal Nonsense” and in our production,
under the pretext that there is going to be a Charity Benefit Concert on board ship that night, our
Second Act will begin with a half hour cabaret of various musical numbers with a nautical theme.
At the end of this section, we’ll melt seamlessly back into Act Two of Pinafore, before ending the
show with a mini Last Night of the Proms with Rule Britannia, the Sailor’s Hornpipe, audience participation, flags, balloons and whatever else we can throw at it!

DATES FOR YOUR DIARY
Saturday 17 June 2017
Noel, Cole and friends followed by afternoon tea
St. George's church
Barbourne
Worcester

Friday December 1st 2017
Christmas concert with Worcester concert brass in aid of
St . Richards Hospice.
St. Peter's baptist church
St. Peter's
Worcester
AND
Next year’s GWOS’s annual production is:

Mozart’s The Marriage of Figaro
At The Swan Theatre
15 – 17 March 2018

Do you crave the limelight, or do
your skills lie backstage?
WHY NOT JOIN US?
Great Witley Operatic Society has striven for excellence in
performance for 65 years and has performed at The Swan Theatre
annually since it opened in 1965. The society has seen itself grow
and develop from a small village community based group to a
substantial local society for Worcestershire committed to producing
high quality, theatrical productions and concerts. In more recent
years this has included inviting professional performers to join us.
Full membership of GWOS is by audition which can be arranged via
our website.
To keep up to date with GWOS visit our website

www.gwos.net and/or @GWOSInfo

Every day, 10 children and young people in the UK hear the shocking news they have cancer.
Treatment normally starts immediately, is often given many miles from home and can last for
up to three years. Being diagnosed with cancer is a frightening experience and the emotional,
practical and financial implications of treatment are intensely challenging for the whole family.
CLIC Sargent is the UK’s leading cancer charity for children and young people, and their families.
We provide clinical, practical, financial and emotional support to help them cope with cancer
and get the most out of life. We are there from diagnosis onwards and aim to help the whole
family deal with the impact of cancer and its treatment, life after treatment and, in some cases,
bereavement.
We provide:
Clinical, practical and emotional support to children
and young people with cancer, and their families
Financial support, including grants and benefits
information to help families deal with the financial
impact of cancer
Free accommodation at our nine ‘Homes from Home’
close to specialist hospitals so that families can be near
their children during treatment
Free holidays and short breaks so that families can
spend time together, with the support of our Care
professionals, away from the everyday challenges of
childhood cancer
A wide range of valuable information on childhood
cancer and its impact for children and young people
and their families

When five year
old Sam got
cancer, CLIC
Sargent provided
incredible
support to him
and his family
when they
needed it most.

Director

ANDREW RAWLE

Andrew trained at the University of Ripon &
York St John studying Music and Drama. He has
acted for many Professional Rep Companies
including work at The Minack Theatre Cornwall,
theatres in Florida USA, and Worcester Rep. As
Musical Director he has worked on shows such
as Sondheim’s Sweeney Todd, A Little Night
Music and Gypsy.

Andrew has also played many leads in Gilbert and Sullivan productions for
Worcester G&S Soc., and Stratford Upon Avon G&S Soc.
For Great Witley Operatic Society he has also appeared in Fiddler on the Roof
and The Yeomen of the Guard in his favourite role of Jack Point.
For WODS he has played many lead roles and also directed the NODA award
winning productions of Anything Goes, and Sunset Boulevard, and will be
back with WODS to play Sir Joseph Porter KBC in their forthcoming 125th
Anniversary production of H.M.S. Pinafore, a role he won an award for when
he first played the part at The Royal Shakespeare Theatre.

SUE BLACK

Musical Director

This is Andrew’s second production as director for GWOS, following last
year’s highly successful Carmen, and he is delighted to be invited to direct
GWOS’s proposed production for 2018 of Mozart’s outrageous comedy opera
The Marriage of Figaro.
Sue is delighted to be the Musical Director for
this wonderful Opera. Her experience in this
field is considerable and it is always a pleasure
to share her love of music with talented and
delightful people! GWOS have risen to Mozart's
challenge and you will leave the theatre feeling
uplifted and entertained. The storyline may be
a little mystifying but there is plenty of fun to
be had along with the most glorious arias and
choruses.

As an accomplished singer herself, Sue feels her knowledge is invaluable
when supporting both performers and orchestra. Grand opera presents
singers with higher demands on their voices and the cast have achieved some
splendid results. This wonderful adventure into the world of opera is one
which GWOS are pursuing with style and integrity.
Enjoy the sound and sight of this Mozart masterpiece.

WORCESTERSHIRE MUSEUM
OF FREEMASONRY
1887 - 2017
Masonic Hall, Rainbow Hill,
Worcester WR3 8LX (Free Parking)
Open every Tuesday and Thursday
10:00 - Midday (other times by agreement)

All are Welcome
Coming soon...

“Freemasonry Unwrapped”
An exhibition to celebrate 300 years of the
United Grand Lodge of England and 130 years of the
Worcestershire Masonic Library and Museum Guildhall, Worcester

July 24th - August 5th 2017

About The Magic Flute
The Magic Flute is written as a ‘singspiel’ (‘sing-play), a form of German
light opera typified by spoken dialogue alongside ensembles, duets,
songs, ballads and arias. It was originally commissioned by the Austrian
actor and theatrical producer, Emanuel Schikaneder who managed a
large suburban theatre in Vienna which was said to seat a thousand
people.
Mozart could never resist the chance to write an opera and this was
especially appealing because for once he would not be writing for an
aristocratic audience but for middle and working class, ‘ordinary’ people.
Above all they would want entertainment, good tunes and something to
laugh at!
Schikaneder himself write the libretto and so created the largest role for
himself, that of Papageno, the birdcatcher (german for ‘parrot’). The
opera contains some of Mozart’s most beautiful music and contains some
of the highest and lowest notes ever written for the human voice, making
it particularly challenging for singers.
The opera was a resounding success from the outset. Mozart conducted
the premiere from the keyboard and the performances generally appear
to have been quite interactive with the audiences often stopping
proceedings and asking for their favourite bits to be sung again and
again!
The Magic Flute may seem to have a strange and mysterious story but it
was created as part of a ‘fairy-tale’ series of productions which were all
the rage in Vienna at the time. Schikaneder and Mozart were both
freemasons and neither could resist the chance to introduce the masonic
ideals of virtue, courage and clemency into the storyline. Consequently,
the opera is rich with masonic symbolism: for example, the number three
is especially significant and so there are three ladies, three genii, the
overture begins with three opening chords, which recur at important
moments, and the home key is Eb major which has three flats. (See how
many more ‘threes’ you can spot this evening! )
Consequently the opera can be enjoyed on many levels : as a simple tale
of good versus evil, a hero and a heroine, a happy ending and some great
‘tunes’, or as an allegory of the quest for enlightenment and wisdom.
Make of it what you will!
The Magic Flute enjoyed over 100 performances in its first year alone. It
has continued to be a firm favourite in opera houses and remains among
the top 10 operas most frequently performed worldwide. It was the last
opera Mozart wrote. Sadly he was to die less than three months after the
premiere in Vienna in September 1791.
With thanks to Wikipedia and John Suchet's 'Mozart- The Man Revealed

The Magic Flute is a fairy tale, with themes of love and of good versus evil.
The opera is divided into two acts, set at an unknown time in an unknown place.

Act I
Tamino, a prince, flees a deadly monster. He faints but is saved by three ladies who are the
attendants of the Queen of the Night. Tamino wakes up to meet Papageno, a bird catcher.
Tamino assumes that it was Papageno who saved him, and the two become friends.
The three ladies return and explain that it was they who saved Tamino, and punish Papageno
for telling lies. They also give Tamino a picture of Pamina, the Queen of the Night's daughter.
Tamino falls in love with the portrait instantly, but is told that Pamina has been kidnapped by
a wicked high priest called Sarastro. Tamino vows to rescue Pamina. Hearing this, the Queen
arrives and offers Tamino her daughter's hand in marriage if he is successful. To aid in their
quest, Tamino is given a magic flute and Papageno is given a set of magic bells, and they are
led to Sarastro's temple by three spirits.
Within Sarastro's palace, Pamina is in danger, not from Sarastro, but from his slave Monostatos.
Papageno gets to Pamina first, and protects her and reassures her that she will soon be rescued.
Tamino eventually arrives at the temple with the help of a wise Orator. When he, Papageno
and Pamina meet Sarastro, they discover that unlike the lies told them by the Queen of the
Night, he is kind and wise. However Sarastro insists that the two men must undergo a series
of tests to prove themselves worthy of love. Pamina must wait alone.

Act II
With the series of tests about to begin, Sarastro explains that he kidnapped Pamina from her
evil mother, the Queen of the Night, because Tamino and Pamina are meant to be together.
Papageno is also promised a wife if he successfully completes the trials. In preparation, the
two men must undergo a vow of silence.
Meanwhile, The Queen appears before Pamina and tries to persuade her to kill Sarastro. But
the Queen of the Night's efforts are in vain. Monostatos, being punished for his unwanted
assaults on Pamina, leaves Sarastro to support the Queen.
Tamino and Pamina meet again, but because he is not allowed to speak, Pamina fears Tamino
no longer loves her. The three spirits reassure Pamina that Tamino does indeed love her. Tamino
declares he is ready to be tested, and with Pamina they face the trials of water and fire; with
the aid of the eponymous magic flute, they are successful.
Papageno, meanwhile, is alone and melancholic but after playing his magic bells his true love
appears.
The Queen of the Night seeks final revenge, and with her followers returns one last time to
destroy the temple, but the power of light is greater than her.
All is well, and like the teachings of Sarastro, it is forgiveness and love that point to a future,
like all good tales that is Happy Ever After.

Thoughts on The Magic Flute
by director of the opera Andrew Rawle
After being invited to direct The Magic Flute, the
first question I was asked was, ‘How are you going
to do it’? My initial answer was always the same...
I’m not sure, because theatre productions evolve.
Often it is the enemies of imagination, time and
budget that make the final decision.
My first image for The Magic Flute was that of a
chess board, and the similarity of the characters
and plot to a game of chess. The Queen (with her
powers of Night) and Sarastro (with his teaching
of Light) play a game of control and conflict, of
which Pamina and Tamino become a part, and the
men and women of the temple act as their pawns.
It was later that I discovered that the flooring of
Masonic Temples are similar to the squares of a
chess board.
The first The Magic Flute I saw was the 1975
Ingmar Bergman film version. Bergman invented
story lines in his version, particularly a hint of a
failed marriage between the Queen of the Night
and Sarastro. I have echoed this idea in tonight’s
production; developing Sarastro’s teaching of love
and forgiveness even to the very end of the opera.
There are many intriguing questions within the
characters and plot of ‘The Magic Flute’. Let’s start
with one of Opera’s all-time favourite characters,
whom audiences look forward to meeting:
Papageno. This is the man you would happily have
a drink with - all he wants from life is fun, (and
hopefully a sexy girlfriend). Originally this role was
written for, a popular actor of his day, and his comic
dialogue was spoken in German- the language of
the everyday audience who were watching the
show. Because of this, audiences were able to
connect with Pagageno, regardless of their age or
class. This was a big change for audiences
compared to earlier operas set in ancient Greece
or Rome, with dull characters of mythology. Mozart
hints at such earlier operas, with his characters of
the Orator and the armoured men; maybe he wants
to tease us with echoes of the earlier stagnant
style.
For tonight’s Papageno, I have re-written the
dialogue, drawing humour from the traditions of
English pantomime and Music Hall, and if you
listen carefully there are one or two references to
G&S opera too.

I have made one or two changes to the original
opera, the role of Monostatos in particular. He was
originally written as a Moor, a slave who is
described as being ‘as black in behaviour and
nature as looks’, today this might be considered
distasteful by a modern audience. With the
character also lies an unanswered question: Why
would Sarastro allow a such a villain to work in his
temple, let alone allow him contact with Pamina?
There are many current productions that portray
Monostatos as a black Moor. (Google the Salzburg
Festival 2006 version for a somewhat bizarre
approach, directed by Pierre Audi). But it was the
2003 Royal Opera House production directed
by David McVicar that showed an acceptable
alternative by giving him the appearance of
something akin to a zombie.
Almost all the characters change in the story from
the way they first seem to be - from apparent good
to bad, and vice versa, with no explanation. One
example of this is the three genii or Spirits; what
they are, who they work for, and why is unclear.
They seem only to have enough magical power to
perform an airborne sat-nav service, preventing
multiple suicide. But why the Queen of the Night
orders them to give gifts of a magic flute and bells
to Tamino and Papageno, which ultimately leads to
her downfall, is another mystery.
The location and time period of The Magic Flute is
also unstated. Because of references in the script
to Egyptian Gods, it is frequently assumed, the
story is set in Egypt. But in fact the time and place
could be anywhere.
Such questions and contradictions flow to the very
end of the story. The ideas of Light and Darkness,
Masculine and Feminine, Day and Night, Fire and
Water that keeps us guessing what happens
next....
Maybe the answer to all the questions is contained
in the mystery of the actual music? Theories
abound that Mozart’s writing contains secrets of
Masonic ritual. Certainly there are endless
references to the number three, but it is not a
Masonic opera.
The opera is ultimately a vision of Reconciliation,
which can be summed up in three words: Majesty,
Mystery and Magic. For me it is these three words
that offer the key to all the unanswered intrigues.
Andrew Rawle
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1st Lady
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3rd Lady
Papageno
The Queen of the Night
Monostatos
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Orchestra
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Violins
Viola
Cello
Double Bass
Flute
Oboe
Clarinet
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THE MAGIC FLUTE
PATRONAGE NIGHTS
Thursday 16th March 2017
Mr Chris Jaegar
Ms Liz Grand

Friday 17th March 2017
The Mayor and Mayoress of Worcester
The Mayor and Mayoress of Malvern
The Mayor and Mayoress of Droitwich
Mr and Mrs Spencer Read
Mrs Jean Glover
Mr and Mrs Howard Vaughan
Mr Carl Freeman and guest
Mr and Mrs Mark Glossop (CLIC Sargent)
Mr and Mrs Robert Wilson MBE
Mr and Mrs Bruce Wyatt (NODA)
Mr Ian Cox and guest (NODA)
Mr and Mrs Peter Willis
Mrs Mary Brown

Andrew Irwin (Tamino)
Andrew is from Enniskillen in Northern Ireland. He began his training at
Chetham’s School of Music where he studied with mezzo-soprano, Helen
Francis. He is currently studying on the BMus Vocal Performance course at the
Royal Welsh College of Music and Drama with Adrian Thompson and in 2015,
was selected to represent the college in the Kathleen Ferrier Bursary Award.
Operatic engagements have included Jaffett, Noye's Fludde and The Defendant,
Trial by Jury with Chetham's School of Music. Andrew has performed the double
role of Clem and Alfred, The Little Sweep with both Chetham's school of music
and Pocket Opera. With Opera'r Ddraig, Andrew performed the role of Macheath, The Beggar's
Opera and more recently, performed Christoph in Maxwell Davies' Kommilitonen! with Welsh
National Youth Opera and The Defendant, Trial by Jury with Bristol Gilbert and Sullivan Society.
Upcoming engagements include Nemorino L'elisir D'amore with Simply Opera, and Basilio/Curzio
in Clonter Opera's "Le Nozze di Figaro". Equally comfortable on the concert platform, Andrew
has featured as a soloist in Mozart Requiem, Stainer's Crucifixion and Bach St. Matthew Passion.
Andrew is a regular Lay Singer in Llandaff Cathedral, and sings in the classical cabaret group,
"All That Malarkey".

Rebecca Fearnley (1st Lady)
Rebecca has been performing since the age of 14 and has appeared in many
productions in the Gloucestershire & Worcestershire areas as well as at the
International Gilbert & Sullivan Festival. She has been a member of Worcester
Gilbert and Sullivan Society for 16 years and has been lucky to perform many
leading roles with them, her favourites including Josephine in HMS Pinafore,
Katisha in The Mikado and the title role in Princess Ida. Rebecca was lucky to
appear in Jesus Christ Superstar at Gloucester Cathedral in 2014 and most
recently as Sister Mary Clarence in Sister Act at the Norbury Theatre. This is
Rebecca’s first full opera and she is looking forward to the challenge Mozart brings.

Janet Hay (2nd Lady)
Janet Hay has been both a principal and chorus member with GWOS since Die
Fledermaus in 2000. She has been Ruth in The Pirates of Penzance (2003),
Dame Hannah in Ruddigore (2005), Inez in The Gondoliers (2011), Dame
Carruthers in The Yeomen of the Guard (2014), and Grandma Tzeitel in Fiddler
on the Roof (2015). She is delighted to be singing Second Lady in The Magic
Flute, which gives her a chance to polish her high notes. She has also been a
member of Worcester Festival Choral Society, the English Symphony Chorus,
Worcester Cathedral Chamber Choir, and as a soloist for various local choirs.

Bronwyn Carless (3rd Lady)
This is Bronwen's 4th production with Great Witley Operatic Society having
played a Duchess (The Gondoliers) a Nursery Maid (Ruth in The Pirates of
Penzance) and, further down the social scale, Golde, the Matriach of a poor
Jewish family in Fiddler on the Roof. She also performs with the Cotswold
Savoyards in Cheltenham - Lady Jane (Patience), a (male) soldier in Strike up
the Band and "that woman" Stella in Follies. This is the first role she has played
where she is nameless - 3rd Lady! However, it is the fulfilment of a long held
ambition to sing Opera and she is finding it both challenging and rather
addictive! Bronwen studies with and is inspired by the renowned Soprano and visiting tutor at
the Birmingham Conservatoire - Margaret Field.

Mike Faulkner (Papageno)
Mike has taken a wide range of roles with GWOS since he began singing with
the company in the 1980s. His last role was Escamillo in last year’s Carmen
and he is delighted to be tackling another major role this year. Recent roles
with other companies include Eisenstein in Die Fledermaus, Roscoe in Follies,
Lord Chancellor in Iolanthe and Danilo in The Merry Widow.

Claire Johnson (The Queen of the Night)
Claire studied singing at the Guildhall School of Music and Drama whilst
undertaking a BA (Hons) degree in Music and Publishing at Oxford Brookes
University. She completed postgraduate studies at the Birmingham
Conservatoire with Pamela Cook, M.B.E. and Howard Milner. Claire is a wellknown Midlands concert soloist and principal singer with Avon Opera,
Severnside Theatre Ensemble, Royal Sutton Opera, Midland Opera and Bel
Canto Opera. She is also Artistic Director of Consensus Opera, a small ensemble
of skilled Stratford-based performers bringing opera to a wider public in a new
and innovative way, whilst raising funds for worthy charitable causes.
Tim Johnson (Monostatos)
Tim Johnson studied singing with his late father, Anthony Rolfe Johnson C.B.E.
and Diane Forlano. Tim is a well-known local concert soloist and has worked
extensively within the Midlands area, most notably with Knowle Operatic
Society, Moseley Operatic Society, New Arcadians Operatic Society, Midland
Opera, Bel Canto Opera, Avon Opera, Severnside Theatre Company and
Stratford-upon-Avon Gilbert & Sullivan Society at the RSC Swan Theatre,
Stratford. Tim is also Executive Director of Consensus Opera which he runs
together with his wife, Claire.

Patricia Head (Pamina)
Patricia has a postgraduate diploma in Vocal Studies from the Royal Scottish
Academy of Music & Drama having originally studied for an English Degree at
Hull University. She has undertaken numerous roles ranging from Monteverdi
to Gilbert & Sullivan (with GWOS), Lehar, Puccini and Strauss. Patricia has made
concert appearances all over the country, including an appearance at the
Edinburgh Fringe Festival. Locally she has been a soloist with the Elgar Chorale,
The Alcester Male Voice Choir, The Bromyard Choral Society and Philomusica
in Cheltenham. Last year she sang Micaela in GWOS’s production of Bizet’s Carmen. She has previously sung principal roles in a number of Mozart operas including Susanna in
Le Nozze di Figaro, Zerlina in Don Giovanni and Despina in Cosi fan Tutte, but tonight is delighted
to be able to sing Pamina for the first time. Patricia had just begun studying locally with Margaret
Field after studying privately for many years with Maureen Guy. www.patriciahead.com

Cathryn Dhonau (1st Genie)
Cathryn has been performing on stage for 25 years. She has enjoyed several
principal roles in G&S productions, musical theatre and pantomime in Droitwich
and Worcester including Mabel, Kate and Isobel in The Pirates of Penzance,
Casilda in The Gondoliers and Gertie in Oklahoma to name a few. She is also
part of a small village madrigal choir, the Crowle Singers.

Claire Hardie (2nd Genie)
Claire has been performing on stage since childhood, and has had the chance
to perform some wonderful characters over the years, including Mad Margaret
(Ruddigore), Morticia Addams (The Addams Family musical) and Pitti-Sing (The
Mikado). Grand opera is always an opportunity not to be missed and Claire
has enjoyed her second outing with GWOS, having appeared in the chorus of
last year’s production of Carmen.

Mary Dhonau (3rd Genie)
Mary studied singing at the Royal College of Music. She has regularly taken
principal roles with GWOS and other Worcester societies, As a soprano, the
part of 3rd Genii has been a challenge both musically and vocally but Mary
has thoroughly enjoyed being part of a much bigger and talented picture.

Paul Thompson (Orator & Bass Armed Man)
Paul Thompson has been performing opera and operetta for 55 years – for the
last 45 years with the Great Witley Operatic Society. He has taken over 60
principal roles, 44 with GWOS and over a dozen at the Buxton and Harrogate
International Gilbert & Sullivan Festivals. Last year, Paul sang the role of Zuniga
in GWOS’s production of Carmen.

David Coulson (Sarastro)
David studied singing at the Guildhall School of Music under Rudolph Piernay
where he gained experience not only from the tuition itself but also from the
opportunities of participation in opera at venues such as the Sadlers Wells
Theatre. Sadly, the gig at Sadlers Wells was a non-singing role (third roman
soldier from the left) so David joined the police. Singing with the Metropolitan
Police Choir for 6 years finally brought the opportunity to perform in some of
the great London venues including Westminster Abbey, St Paul’s Cathedral and
the Royal Festival Hall. However, the call of his native Worcestershire was
strong and so, in 1988, he transferred to the West Mercia Constabulary and the Hereford Police
Choir. Since retirement from the police and release from shift work, he has increasingly been able
to perform as a soloist, giving him the opportunity to sing works such as the Mozart Requiem,
Haydn’s ‘Creation’ and Carmina Burana. This is his first role with GWOS

Paul Ellis (Bass Priest)
Paul has performed numerous roles large and small in a variety of productions
over many years. He is delighted be able to add another operatic role to his
repertoire this year having sung the role of Dancairo in last year’s production
of Carmen.

Caroline Causier (Papagena)
Caroline has sung with many operatic societies in Worcestershire. She has
enjoyed singing many lead roles, working with professional producers and
musical directors. Caroline has competed successfully in many Music Festivals
throughout the Midlands and has performed in many prestigious venues across
the country and Channel Islands where her late husband, Anthony, accompanied
her. In addition to her theatre work, spanning over forty years, Caroline also
sings with the music group, Vocal Score and is guest soloist for a variety of
functions. Caroline joined GWOS in 1996 for the production of Orpheus in the
Underworld when she took the role of Eurydice and has sung many roles for the society. She is
now privileged to act as the society's Chairman and is excited to be tackling her first ever
Papagena! Caroline started singing at the age of twelve with Joan Bright and studied for many
years with the late Pam Foort, she now works with Margaret Field. There are further exciting
times ahead as Caroline could be a grandmother by the time this production ends!

John Davidson (Tenor Armed Man)
John’s first stage appearance as a teenager was in Carmen with Windsor & Eton
Operatic Society (later known as Windsor & Eton Opera). This began a long
running involvement with opera/operetta and he has undertaken the majority
of G&S principal tenor roles. John has lived near Tewkesbury for the past 30
years, during which time he has sung with a variety of local societies. John has
relished the chance to sing opera roles and last year sang Morales in GWOS’s
first production of Carmen.

Nick Pilborough (Tenor Priest)
This is Nick's first performance with GWOS and he is delighted to be part of
the company. Although he is new to opera, Nick believes his past life as a figure
skater and dancer has helped him to adjust well to the challenges and theatrical
demands that make opera the spectacle it is. Although he has only sung
classical music for a short time, he has sung at Birmingham's Symphony Hall
with the British Police Symphony Orchestra and performed at a number of
smaller venues, all of which have led him to the stage of the Swan Theatre to
perform with GWOS.
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Swan Theatre, Worcester

15 – 17 March 2018
The Marriage of Figaro is Mozart’s much loved irresistible comic masterpiece.
Full of humour, subtlety and wit, this bubbling energetic score sees Mozart at his theatrical best. Love, lust deception
and confusion combine to turn the natural order on it’s head and back again – in this uproarious comedy.
The story could be out of an episode of ‘Downton Abbey’, with servants and masters providing the backdrop for a
timeless comedy of social revolution and change. Figaro and Susanna, servants at the palace of Count Almaviva are
looking forward to their wedding day – but the once charming Count has his lusty eye on Susanna.
With the help of Almaviva’s wife the Countess and the page Cherubino, Susanna and Figaro plan to outwit the Count.
A hilarious farce ensues, all set to the sublime music of Mozart,
in one of the best loved operas of all time.

www.gwos.net

